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SUMMARY: Survey of different possibilities of automation in industrial
X-ray techniques. Sophistication level of automatic systems
depends on test object and desired results.

RESUME : Sommaire des possibilites différentes pour. 1'automation des techni-
ques industrielles à rayonnement X. Les niveaux de perfection de
1'automation dependent du sujet à examiner et des résultats desires.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automation has become a must in many manufacturing branches
to reduce production expenses, reaching higher output and better con-
formity of the products. Parallel to these efforts the field of quali-
ty assurance gains steadily growing importance making sure that the
products leave the factory fully suitable for the specified and
desired use.

The introduction of automatic quality control methods is
initiated by several reasons:

a) Direct incorporation into the production line

b) 100 % test of mass production

c) Reducing costs for quality control by saving manpower

d) Fatigue effects if human inspection methods are used

e) Necessary inspection speed only possible- if done automati-
cally

In this paper the accent is on showing possibilities for
automation in X-ray inspection techniques. These possibilities are
discussed on different levels of complexity and are presented from
a general point of view. Special solutions for the inspection of
parts have to be always strictly problem-orientated, for the ranere
of the application of X-rays for this purpose is very wide. A sophis-
ticated automatic inspection system with X-rays can be worked out
only in close co-operation of the user and the supplier of this system
if best results are looked for. Normally none of both partners knows
enough about the special problem to solve it sufficiently by the
decisions of one of them only.

An approach to autonation of X-ray inspection procedures can
be" made to various degrees of perfection. It has to be adnitted that
the level of perfection depends on the part to be inspected.
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For simple specimens a fully automated test station v/ith separation
in "good" and "bad" can be possible and worthwhile; the same is nearly
impossible for big steel tubes for example, due to technical and

• financial reasons.

One step into the direction of removing responsibility from
the operator of the X-ray inspection equipment and handing it over.
to a technical device is

II. PROGRAMMING OF THE X-RAY GENERATOR

In normal installations the operator has to adjust the exposure
data at the control of the X-ray equipment. He has to choose the right
values for tube voltage, tube current and exposure time, and of course
he has to care for the correct beam geometry, distance and film. The
electrical data are to supervise sometimes during exposure. The adjust-
ment of the tube voltage, current and time can be made by code-cards
that are plugged into a slit of control. The normal adjustment knobs
are then inactive and the selected values are stabilized during ex-
posure time.

The parts to be inspected can be delivered to the X-ray test
department together with appropriate films and .the code-card programmed
especially for this inspection. The chance of errors of the operator
and the necessity for looking through lists with exposure data for
this part is no longer existing.

Another method can be applied if the X-ray control is adjust-
able by electrical signals. Such equipment is set to the desired
voltage, current and time by analogue voltages. These remote control
signals can be received from a computer via a D-A-converter. If this
computer is coupled directly to the production line, all necessary
data for the inspection are available at the right time.

Various solutions intermediate to the outlined possibilities
are conceivable. This system is not restricted to radiography with
film, it is also applicable for fluoroscopy.

The X-ray equipment can be switched over of course to normal
operation with all controls active as usual. In this mode the equip-
ment is used to adjust the data carriers to the correct values that
are necessary for examination of the related parts.

The data carrier can be a pure mechanical part like a perfo-
rated card or a card with cams. The information can be read out mecha-
nically, by optical or magnetic means. The data carrier can also be
a printed circuit board with or without electrical components.

Another method for automation of X-ray inspection procedures is

III. AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE CONTROL

This system gets its information from the radiation leaving
the object. Therefore it is coupled very close to the end of the in-
formation producing chain. A radiation sensor (normally a Ionisation
chamber) is put behind the film to record the radiation received by
the film. This sensor has to have the same characteristic as the film-
screen combination as regards energy sensitivity of X-radiation. This
rule has to be followed carefully and presents a difficult problem to
solve. But is is a problem concerning the equipment, not the user.
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If the radiation sensor is operated in the integrating mode,
there ein be set a certain level for the radiation dose received by
the filrti that results in desired density. If this value is reached,
the exposure is terminated automatically. The operator has still to

• adjust X-ray tube voltage and current.

The choice of appropriate radiation energy, that means adjust-
ment of tube voltage, can be made automatically also. This is done
by operating the sensor in the proportional mode. Then the output of
the sensor is related to the dose rate the film is exposed to. The
tube current is fixed now to a value permitted for all tube voltages
to avoi<f overloading of the tube.

The output signal of the sensor is used to influence the X-ray
tube voltage in such a way that the film receives constant dose rate
independent from the thickness of the object to be inspected. By using
the sensor simultaneously in the first mentioned operation mode, the
exposure is terminated automatically.

All exposures of specimens of different thickness are lasting
for the same time in average. That is just the recommendation for
choosing the correct tube voltage at constant mA x min product.

This device is able to produce automatically a desired film
density within the limits of the output data of the X-ray generator.
It can be gauged to density and film speed. Additionally the correct
tube voltage can be adjusted automatically if the equipment has a
remote control kV-adjustment.

This system is applicable preferably to objects with low ab-
sorption differences. The sensor behind the film integrates the infor-
mation passing its full area:: of about 3 >: 3 cm. Irregular objects
are to align with the sensor by looking for dominant portions of the
whole area. The desired film density is reached then in average at
that part where the sensor is placed behind.

IV. AUTOMATIC EVALUATION

The most perfect method for the inspection of materials or parts
would be the automatic evaluation of the information carried by the
X-radiation leaving the test object. For the realisation of this pro-
blem the following devices are necessary in principle:

a) Radiation sensor

b) Signal processor

c) Reference storage

d) Comparator

e) Output unit

The radiation sensor has to deliver an electrical signal equivalent
to the local X-ray intensity behind the specimen, and therefore this
signal carries the corresponding information about the structure or
density of the object to be inspected. The resolution of the sensor
as regards time and space depends on the required discrimination of
details and the desired speed of examination.,

A scanning technique to cover the whole areav of the specimen
is reconmendable, for the presentation of a real image is no longer
necessary and the amount of technical material is reduced distinctly.
The electrical signal can be produced by a matrix of a line of X-ray
sensitive semiconductors or can be directly the video-signal of a TV-
camera with X-ray sensitive cathode or with fluorescent screen.
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An image intensifier system is usable for this purpose also.
The scanning procedure is to obtain by electrical means only or by
moving the object or by combination of both.

The output signals from the sensor unit are processed to be
compatible with the signals received from the reference storage unit;
both signals are then transferred to the comparator where the final
decision takes place about desired conformity or tolerable deviation.

The output unit as the last step can be a simple monitoring
device or a complex system to influence automatically the manufac-
turing process. The sophisticati.on of the reference source depends
to a high extent on the structure of the object and the kind of fai-
lures to be detected.-

If there are inclusions inside a homogeneous material of con-
stant thickness, the output signal of the radiation sensor delivers
positive or negative peaks against a constant average level depending
upon the inclusions being more dense or less dense than the basic
material. In this case the reference can be presented by an adjustable
threshould voltage only. If this threshould is crossed, a failure is
detected.

Most objects are of complicated structure, therefore the refe-
rence source has to contain very much information which has to be trans-
ferred at the right moment to the comparator enabling the decision
between acception and rejection.

Another example is the evaluation of objects producing a pero-
dical pattern in the radiation profile that results in output signals
with constant frequency if the object is free of failures. The refe-
rence source has to deliver this frequency also, or the time delay
between the successive pulses is looked for. An example for the appli-
cation of such a system is the testing of helical filament wires
inserted insulated into tabes for heating devices.

The most difficult problem is the automatic evaluation of objects
with complex inhärent structure. A characteristic example in this re-
spect is a car tyre. It presents vfrious regular patterns in the radia-
tion profile if penetrated by an X-ray beam. These patterns are origi-
nated by the different layers of cords and the rubber profile at the
tyre's protector.

An evaluation equipment must be able to discriminate an irre-
gularity of this pattern from the plurality of information flow gene-
rated by the configuration of the cord layers and the rubber profile
together. The human eye can detect such a deviation from a normally
regular pattern even if it is rather complex. But it is very difficult
to introduce an algorithm that processes the electrical signals from
the detectors to get comparable results as by looking to the fluoros-
copic inage of the tyre.

There has been made a proposal to make a harmonic analysis
of the signals received from a tyre rotating at constant speed. If
there is a frequency.content corresponding to the angular speed of
the tyre, then the information is given that the tyre contains one
spot of irregularity. This can be an inclusion, a lacking wire or the
doubling of wires with reduced distance. This system can look for more
frequencies of course by using different filters. The difficulty arises
from the very low signal/noise ratio pirssented by this method.
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The most versatile solution of the problem is the storage of
all necessary signal flow of an acceptable tyre and the comparison of
these data with the signals received from a tyre under test. This
system Is rather complex and expensive but it can be used for other
•parts llTce castings e.g. also. The information about the defactless
sample «an be stored in an electronic storage device or on film. The
resolution level of stored details of the basic pattern depends on
the size and the kind of defects to be detected. High speed examina-
tion demands fast access to the storage device and fast signal pro-
cessing capabilities simultaneously.

The special abilities of a human being cannot be substit
totally by an automatic device and this shall not be the aim if an
automatic X-ray system- shall be installed. Any problem has to be modi-
fied in that way that it meets the possible technical realities, the

requirements and the economical limitations.
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